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Virtual Vocations Names Top 100 Employers to Watch AVirtual Vocations Names Top 100 Employers to Watch A

A new report from one of the web’s leading remote job boards reveals the top companies tA new report from one of the web’s leading remote job boards reveals the top companies t

TUSCON, Ariz. (PRWEB) January 19, 2021TUSCON, Ariz. (PRWEB) January 19, 2021

For jobseekers looking for remote work in 2021, the employers named in Virtual VocaFor jobseekers looking for remote work in 2021, the employers named in Virtual Voca
watch.watch.

Since 2007, Virtual Vocations has connected professionals in a variety of fields with leSince 2007, Virtual Vocations has connected professionals in a variety of fields with le
employers—and even in a year of record-setting growth for remote work, there were semployers—and even in a year of record-setting growth for remote work, there were s

In its latest report, In its latest report, Virtual VocationsVirtual Vocations is unveiling the companies that posted the most is unveiling the companies that posted the most
through December of last year.through December of last year.
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The remote-enabled employers named by Virtual Vocations as the The remote-enabled employers named by Virtual Vocations as the Top 100 CompanieTop 100 Companie
featured on the 2020 Fortune 500 list and seven that were recognized as Glassdoor's featured on the 2020 Fortune 500 list and seven that were recognized as Glassdoor's 

Openings from these remote-enabled employers spanned 23 industries, including tecOpenings from these remote-enabled employers spanned 23 industries, including tec
than 10% of all jobs listed on Virtual Vocations’ massive jobs database in 2020.than 10% of all jobs listed on Virtual Vocations’ massive jobs database in 2020.

“From Fortune 500 companies to those touted by their employees as providing the be“From Fortune 500 companies to those touted by their employees as providing the be
on our fifth annual companies list reflect the commitment employers made to telewoon our fifth annual companies list reflect the commitment employers made to telewo

“Last year, we witnessed unprecedented growth not only in the availability of remote“Last year, we witnessed unprecedented growth not only in the availability of remote
their business models to include in-demand, flexible job options and opportunities totheir business models to include in-demand, flexible job options and opportunities to
Spawn added.Spawn added.

The top 10 companies named by Virtual Vocations as employers to watch for remote jThe top 10 companies named by Virtual Vocations as employers to watch for remote j

1. VocoVision 1. VocoVision   
2. UnitedHealth Group 2. UnitedHealth Group   
3. Stride, Inc. (formerly K12 Inc.) 3. Stride, Inc. (formerly K12 Inc.)   
4. Oracle 4. Oracle   
5. Humana Inc. 5. Humana Inc.   
6. USAA (United Services Automobile Association) 6. USAA (United Services Automobile Association)   
7. Parallon 7. Parallon   
8. PRA Health Sciences 8. PRA Health Sciences   
9. VMware, Inc. 9. VMware, Inc.   
10. Supporting Strategies10. Supporting Strategies

To learn more about Virtual Vocations or view the company’s full list of Top 100 ComTo learn more about Virtual Vocations or view the company’s full list of Top 100 Com
https://www.virtualvocations.com/blog/annual-statistical-remote-work-reports/tophttps://www.virtualvocations.com/blog/annual-statistical-remote-work-reports/top
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ABOUT VIRTUAL VOCATIONS ABOUT VIRTUAL VOCATIONS   
Founded in 2007 by CEO Laura Spawn and her brother, CTO Adam Stevenson, VirtuaFounded in 2007 by CEO Laura Spawn and her brother, CTO Adam Stevenson, Virtua
with legitimate remote job openings. To date, Virtual Vocations has helped more thanwith legitimate remote job openings. To date, Virtual Vocations has helped more than

In addition to providing a database that houses more than 40,000 current, hand-screeIn addition to providing a database that houses more than 40,000 current, hand-scree
jobseekers a number of tools to aid in their job searches, including exclusive e-coursejobseekers a number of tools to aid in their job searches, including exclusive e-course
Vocations also releases several data-driven reports each year on current trends in remVocations also releases several data-driven reports each year on current trends in rem

Virtual Vocations, Inc. is a private, family-owned, and 100% virtual company incorpoVirtual Vocations, Inc. is a private, family-owned, and 100% virtual company incorpo

PRESS INQUIRIES PRESS INQUIRIES   
Michelle Rawlings Michelle Rawlings   
michelle(at)virtualvocations(dot)com michelle(at)virtualvocations(dot)com   
1 (800) 379-5092 ext. 703 1 (800) 379-5092 ext. 703   
VirtualVocations.comVirtualVocations.com

For the original version on PRWeb visit:For the original version on PRWeb visit:
https://www.prweb.com/releases/virtual_vocations_names_top_100_employers_to_https://www.prweb.com/releases/virtual_vocations_names_top_100_employers_to_
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